MT$ource New User Interface

Beginning Monday, April 6th, the software provider for MT$ource will activate a new Interface for Users. Below are the changes and highlights for the new “face” of MT$ource. These are on-line changes only; they do not affect the layout of the email approver view in Outlook.

1. The MT$ource icons and top header has been refined to allow more workspace on the Home Page.
2. The Classic blue layout contains subtle color changes on the Shopping Home Page. (Options for other color schemes will be available later).
3. Icons in the left navigation bar have been updated and slightly rearranged but maintains the option to slide out-and-in to see icon descriptions or icon only.
4. The fly-out from the icons will have new or different options.

The ability to expand or collapse the navigation bar remains.
Jaggaer, our software provider for MT$ource, provides updates and feature changes to maintain universal structure and consistency. For example, in the current MT$ource, the logout is a dropdown under a User’s name located in the middle of the screen. The universal position for logout is at the top right corner – where do you see most web site logouts? In the new update, the color scheme for the top navigational strip has the same background as the Shopping Home Page that and with the reduced area for the MT$ource logo allows a little more layout space.

Now let’s look at the top navigation strip . . .
With the new “face” change we will go

From this...

![Old interface with MJ Staples, search bar, 148 stars, 2 items, 0.00 USD, and search (Alt+Q) button]

To this....

![New interface with search bar, 1,264.32 USD, shopping cart, heart, flag, bell, and user profile icons]

We will unfold more enhancement changes and feature updates in the coming weeks. Should you have questions, please email purchase@mtsu.edu, call the MTSource HELP DESK 615 898 5442 or the Procurement Office 615 898 2944.
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